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About This Game

After you purchase and install Archimedes, an old operating system appears to be running, and a strange man asks for your help
as you start to discover the terrible secrets behind the game.

You will be required to interact outside of the game, with instances ranging from steganography and cryptography to real-world
geographical puzzles and use of various external applications. The deeper you go, the more frightening and personal it will

become.

Find the sequel here:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/873410/The_Basilisk/

Warning:
You must update the game to the latest version to be able to pass it.

Non-native English speakers may have difficulty with some puzzles.
Mature audience and seizure warning.

Some puzzles may require interaction with the community.
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Title: Archimedes
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Joshua Hughes
Publisher:
Joshua Hughes
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1366 x 768 Resolution

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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it is so cool i love it it is just like clash of cans
. great potential, terrible outcome.. pretty good, but how do I make it a window?
. I played the ever-living hell outta this game growing up in the 90's...this game kicks so much badass you don't even know. I am
the master of this game! ♥♥♥♥ the Bishop, Knight, Countess & Baron! (In that order, I actually respect the Baron though.).
Meh, kind of difficult and poorly designed.
would only recommend if its on sale and you have literally nothing else to do
3.5/10. +Can be a good addition for Achievment Hunters and Perfect Game Collectors (such as myself).
-The BIG dissapointment is that is HAS NO trading cards, even if the Store Page tells you otherwise,
- From the game mechanics , The Mouse is moving as if it ''slides'' can't make a short stop which can be pretty annoying while
jumping at the moving platforms.

So in the end, well, I wasnt expecting something groundbreaking from an indie platformer, I just installed , got what I wanted
and uninstalled it. (Achievments).

Have fun and always bet on black!
Alice W \u2663. I nothing about motocross but i can say that the game is fun and challangeing. The physics feel very weried
when start so it takes a bit to get used to. The only think i don't really like about the game is that when your doing a scrub or
your trying to whip the bike it feels like your just playing some set animation over and over and you don't have much control
over how you whip or scrub. But other than that i love the game.. Atmosphere of Stalker, Metro and Fallout packed together.
Good things end there.

The story. It might as well not have one.

The sprites are pretty poorly drawn.

A wide variety of weapons, I praise the metrolike weapons, like the "Air Pistol" basically Tihar, the pistol infinite ammo
version. Now things like vector and other end of the line modern time weapons, they don't really fit in.

The game plays like Metro you'll enter one area after the other and face off a pack of human or mutant enemies.
There is stealth in the game, poorly realised like all things but it's there and that's probably the most fun you'll have.

Remember I said Air Pistol has infinite ammo? Well it's not supposed to, you'll find a very limited amount of ammo for it and
the thing 1 shots most enemies but somehow you'll always have max ammo for it. Uzi is not usable as the code isn't even
finished for it.

For some reason the game at times would decide that I shoud die and start over while at full hp if hit during the last few levels.
Which I might add were facking long\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665levels and threw a stupid ammount of enemies at you
with your every step.

The shooting system is reminiscent of stalker as in you're not gonna hit every shot and I like that, the problem is, for alot of
weapons you'll never hit a shot 2 feet in front of you. So melee enemies... yeah you're dead son.

The biggest problem by far is that the game has a huge memory leak issue and I was able to play it 5 minutes at a time as it'll
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gradually go from 140fps to none.

I went to the forums to see what's up with that and found that the developer has promised to fix all the bugs. That was shortly
after the game came out. As far as I know the game had only one patch and judging by the feedback it only made things worse.

Nailed the atmosphere. facking hated everything else.. This is both a review and a PSA of sorts. This story is meant to be played
as a female protagonist. I don't see anything in the description saying this (quite the opposite, in fact) and while you have the
option to play as a male it is clearly not the way it was written.

The fact that the story is much more believable and conducive being centered around a female progatonist is not, in and of
itself, a bad thing whatsoever. But I DO think that there should be a PSA on the store page informing the consumer that while
there is an option to play as a male, the story fits better and makes more sense if you choose female. Instead, I felt I experienced
a story as a puzzle piece that didn't quite fit into the puzzle. I will steer clear of using pronouns and describing things as being
overtly 'masculine' or 'feminine' for fear of inciting the wrath of the PC police, but I will just say that my choice to play as a
male protagonist really clashed with the ability of the story to maintain a believable narrative, despite it changing various
pronouns from 'she' to 'he' and vice versa. In addition, there were a number of typos that cropped up (primarily in chapter 1).

While my personal experience of this story was not positive, I do believe it is still a decent entry into the Choice of Games
catalogue, but the decision to omit a simple "Best played as a female protagonist" line in the description is unfortunate. At the
same time, anyone who tries to distinguish anything as being gendered in any way is likely to be publically shamed so I'm almost
understanding of why they chose not to incude it. My hope is that someone who reads this at least has a heads-up. Have a nice
day!
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8/10
Pos:
- fun gameplay
- easy achievements
- nice physics

Cons:
- Boat physics needs to get better

Conclusion: Better than CS:GO

Meow~. This game is awesome. I wish online play was easier to set up and my only complain is the suicidal AI manages to lose
even if I don't do anything to it. Not that bad of a a game. There's fun things and many things that can be improved, like enemy
AI. Some enemies can be avoided and fought fairly, while others are plain annoying (damn mini ninjas & slimes) The level
generation isn't the best at times, and the grammar in some of the dialogue could use an upgrade. (like the trading card
descriptions)

Also raids at the beginning of the game can get really annoying when you're trying to save up currency to build defenses, only to
have most of it stolen the next night. (if you're lucky you can repell the attack or there will be none) Wouldn't say the price is
quite worth it either, though I was able to get this from the recent jingle jam Humble Bundle.

overall a 5/10. This is a fantastic multiplayer adverserial game and deserves to be repaired, but alas, Capcom is not interested.
However there is a LAN fix which will restore the fun to your local LAN.

http://aluigi.altervista.org/papers/gs_login_server.zip

This link, courtesy of Svond, contains a gamespy emulator and instructions on how to use. Be aware that one of your LAN
buddies will need to be ip-network-router savvy to understand the instructions, and the procedure fix it did require some router
option settings fiddling.

enjoy and goodluck.. DO NOT GET THIS WASTE OF MONEY

Dont get me wrong, from what i did see and experience from this game was beautiful.
I played for about maybe 5 - 10 minutes. NOT by choice.
I played these few minutes just to have a huge bug attack, i checked on the forums to find out how to fix this or if the
developers would release a patch to correct it. Only to discover that they stopped developing the game... How can you release an
incomplete bugging game FOR SALE and not finish it.

Honestly, if I could I'd get a refund. It is only 3 dollars, but its still a waste of money and not even worth that.. I guess it would
have been like Darwinia but with real people. By the time I got around to trying it out, though, the MP community was non-
existent.. I did not respect my money ;/
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